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ABSTRACT

The ready availability of online source code examples has
changed the cost structure of programming by example modification. However, current search tools are wholly separate
from editing tools. What benefits might be realized by integrating them? This paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of Blueprint, a tool that integrates Web
search into the Adobe Flex Builder development environment.
Blueprint automatically augments queries with code context,
presents an example-centric view of search results, and retains
a link between copied code and its source. This paper introduces a technique for retrieving relevant example code, descriptions, and running examples for a user’s query. A between-subjects study found that Blueprint enables participants
to search for and select example code significantly faster than
with a standard Web browser.

Figure 1. The Blueprint plug-in for the Adobe Flex Builder
development environment helps programmers engage in
example-centric development. A hotkey places a search box
(A) at the programmerʼs cursor position. Search results are
example-centric; each result contains a brief textual description
(B), the example code (C), and often a running example (D).
Blueprint also provides additional search suggestions (E).

ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and pres-

entation]: User Interfaces—prototyping. D.2.2 [Software engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques—user interfaces.
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development environments provide little support for example-centric development. Instead, they tacitly assume that
programming begins tabula rasa and that code is either written by the programmer or imported as a library module.

INTRODUCTION

Programmers routinely face the “build or borrow” question
[1]: should they implement a piece of functionality from
scratch, or locate and adapt relevant existing code? Web
search is fundamentally changing the cost structure of this
question [2]. It is now possible to quickly locate example
code that implements nearly any piece of routine functionality [3]. This enables programmers to opportunistically build
applications by searching for, modifying, and combining
short blocks of example code taken from the Web [4-6].

Several difficulties arise from separate tools for editing and
search. First, the important link between borrowed code
and its source is lost. The programmer may not realize the
code was borrowed from an online source; this can be valuable when debugging or modifying code. If they do know it
was borrowed, but not the URL, they may have difficulty
re-finding it if they would like to verify attributes or view
additional code and commentary. Second, if the source
example is later updated (e.g. to fix a bug), the programmer
will never know. Finally, to obtain relevant search results,
programmers must manually specify contextual constraints
in their query, such as languages and frameworks used.

In 1993, Nardi suggested that “programming by example
modification” holds significant latent value. An open question at the time was “how users will find appropriate example code; for any practical application of example modification, many libraries of example code will have to be available and the information access problems will be significant.” [7]. Sixteen years later, finding appropriate code has
become easier: there are many Web sites dedicated to example sharing (e.g. the Flex Examples Blog [8]), online opensource code repositories (e.g. Google Code [9]), and search
interfaces for programmers [10, 11]. However, these search
tools are still wholly separate from editing tools. Current

We hypothesize that there is significant value in integrating
Web search with a code editor. More specifically, this paper proposes that automatically augmenting queries with
code context and presenting an example-centric view of
search results increases the speed, quality, and ease of programming by example modification. We introduce Blue1

print, an extension to the Adobe Flex Builder development
environment that manifests these ideas (see Figure 1). This
paper makes two contributions.

display feedback while the data is being retrieved; and
visualize the data.
First, Jenny’s program needs to retrieve customer-specific
and average power-usage data. The company already has a
Web service that returns XML-formatted power usage data
for a given customer. Jenny has written code to fetch data
from the Web before, and is capable of constructing the necessary code. However, she thinks it will be faster to find and
copy an example than to rewrite the code from scratch. She

First, it introduces a user interface that integrates searching
for example code into a development environment. This
search interface presents blocks of example code, augmented with running examples and written descriptions
when available (see Figure 1). In a between-subjects comparison with 20 participants, we found that Blueprint enables participants to search for and select example code
significantly faster than with a standard Web browser.
Second, this paper introduces a technique for retrieving
relevant example code from the Web for a user’s query. To
maximize speed, breadth, and ranking quality, the Blueprint
server leverages a general-purpose search engine. Example
code, descriptions, and running examples are then automatically extracted using a series of heuristic classifiers. By
caching the results of this extraction, we are able to respond
to user’s queries at interactive rates.
Brandt and colleagues found that programmers used the
Web with a range of intentions [3]. On one end of the spectrum, programmers used the web for just-in-time learning
of skills, such as a new language or programming paradigm. On the other end of the intention spectrum, programmers used the Web for highly directed reminders. In
these cases, programmers knew exactly what code needed
to be written but chose to search for and copy examples to
avoid typing. In between these two extremes, Brandt et al.
observed programmers using the web to clarify existing
knowledge. For example, Web search served as a “translator” when programmers didn’t know the name of a function. Other times, programmers knew that there were multiple approaches to a task, and used Web search to quickly
enumerate possibilities.
Blueprint is primarily designed to support reminder and
clarification tasks. In these tasks, the source code is both
the most useful representation when evaluating possible
results and the information that the user desires.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. First, to
motivate Blueprint’s interface choices, we offer background information on how programmers use the Web to
inform our design. We then present a scenario enabled by
Blueprint, and describe its implementation and evaluation.
Next, we offer a discussion of the design space of tools to
support programmer Web use, and position Blueprint
within this space to better understand its strengths and limitations. We close with a survey of related work and
thoughts on future research directions.

Figure 2. Example-centric programming with Blueprint. To
initiate blueprint, the user press a hotkey to initiate a search;
a search box appears at the cursor location (1). Searches
are performed interactively as the user types; example code
and running examples (when present) are shown
immediately (2). The user browses examples with the
keyboard or mouse, and presses Enter to paste an example
into his project (3). Blueprint automatically adds a comment
containing metadata that links the example to its source (4).

SCENARIO: DEVELOPING WITH BLUEPRINT

Jenny is a web programmer at a power utility that is about
to launch a campaign encouraging individuals to lower
their power consumption. She is prototyping a web application for customers to compare their daily power consumption to average levels. Her functional prototype should:
load user data from a server into the client application;
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presses a hotkey to invoke the Blueprint search dialog; a
search box appears next to her cursor (see Figure 2, step 1).
This interface extends auto-completion techniques [12] to
presents entire blocks of example code as results instead of
variable and method names. She types URLLoader, the name
of the main class associated with this task. Blueprint knows
the language and framework version she is using, and returns
appropriate examples (step 2) These results are presented
below the search box. She flips through the first few examples (step 3) and sees one that creates an XML object out of
the data that is returned. She presses Enter, and the code is
pasted in her project (step 4). Along with the code, Blueprint
adds a special machine- and human-readable comment that
records the URL of the source and the date of copy. Every
time Jenny opens this source file in the future, Blueprint will
check this URL to see if the original example has changed
(e.g., if a bug is fixed), and will notify her when it does. She
runs her code in Flex’s debugger to confirm the XML has
loaded and to inspect its format.

forwarding them to the Blueprint server. Third, it notifies
the user when the Web origin of examples they adapted has
updated (e.g., when a bug is fixed).
User Interface

Much of Blueprint’s interface is implemented using HTML
that is rendered by SWT Browser widgets. Communication
with the Blueprint server occurs over HTTP using the
JSON data format [15]. Creating the interface with HTML
facilitated rapid iteration; JSON’s broad cross-language
support facilitates implementing different components in
different languages.
To facilitate learning, Blueprint employs the same syntax
highlighting and navigational mechanisms as the development environment and existing autocomplete tools. Users
can navigate through examples using the Tab key and
copy/paste the selected example by pressing enter.
Augmenting Queries

The Blueprint client augments user queries with contextual
information to increase the results’ relevancy. The current
prototype augments the query with the programming language name and version (here, “Flex 3”). In future work, it
would be interesting to explore the benefits of adding additional contextual information (e.g. the types of local variables currently in scope.) Holmes and colleagues have explored this idea in the context of retrieving example code
from a fixed repository [16]; it is not immediately clear
how this would generalize to Web search.

Next, she wants to change the user’s mouse cursor to a
busy cursor while the data is being loaded. She does not
know the exact name of the relevant classes or methods
involved, so autocomplete is no help. She places her cursor
inside the function that initiates the data request and invokes Blueprint. This time, she searches for “busy cursor”.
She looks over the code in the first example returned, and
sees the line “CursorManager.setBusyCursor().” She selects this line and presses Enter to paste it into her project.
Now, knowing that CursorManager is the relevant class,
she’s able to use the standard autocomplete tool to write the
line of code necessary to restore the cursor at the end of the
data transfer.

When a user pastes example code into their project, Blueprint inserts a comment at its beginning – much like a
Javadoc comment [17]. This comment tags the example
code with the URL it was taken from, the date and time it
was inserted, and a unique numerical identifier. This metadata is both human and machine-readable, so users can for
example return to the URL. Also, embedding the metadata
in the source file simplifies file management. Blueprint
searches for these example comments each time a file is
opened. For each comment, it queries the Blueprint server
to find out if the original example has been modified since
it was copied.

Finally, Jenny wants to explore different charting components to display the data. She invokes Blueprint a third time
and searches for “charting”. Jenny docks the Blueprint result window as a panel in her development environment so
she can browse the results in a large, persistent view. When
source pages provide a running example, Blueprint presents
this example next to the source code. After browsing and
refining her search, she settles on a line chart. She copies
the example code from the Blueprint panel into her project
and modifies it to bind the chart to the XML data. Her prototype is now complete.

Blueprint Server

The Blueprint server responds to queries for example code.
To maximize speed, breadth, and ranking quality, the
server leverages a general-purpose search engine. Blueprint
uses the Adobe Community Help search APIs, a Google
search appliance. This appliance indexes Flex-specific content from across the Web. When Blueprint receives a query,
it hands the query off to this search engine, which returns a
set of URLs. The challenge of this approach is that standard
search engines return URLs of pages, yet Blueprint’s goal
is to return examples. For each URL, Blueprint retrieves the
corresponding page, parses it, and extracts source-code
examples. In order for the Blueprint server to be responsive, processing and transforming the results from the underlying search engine cannot incur significant latency. To
improve response time, the server caches page contents and
parsing results.

IMPLEMENTATION

Blueprint’s implementation comprises two parts: the clientside plug-in, which provides the user interface for searching and browsing results, and the Blueprint server, which
executes the searches for example code.
Client-Side Plug-In

The Blueprint client is a plug-in for Adobe Flex Builder
[13]. Flex Builder, in turn, is a plug-in for the Eclipse Development Environment [14]. The Blueprint client provides
three main pieces of functionality. First, it provides a user
interface for initiating searches and displaying results. Second, it augments users’ queries with contextual information
(e.g. programming language and framework version) before
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The final step of a query is for the server to return a set of
examples to the requesting client. Each example comprises
unformatted and syntax-highlighted versions of the code, a
description of the code, the URL that the code comes from,
and, when possible, the URL of a running example of the
code. Blueprint produces the syntax-highlighted version using Pygments [18], which outputs model-based markup. The
client transforms this markup into styled code using CSS.

typo will cause parsing to fail. The alternate approach is
heuristic-based classifiers that look for a high occurrence of
features unique to code, such as curly braces, frequent use
of language keywords, and lines that end with semi-colons
[11]. This approach has many fewer false negatives, but
includes more false positives, such as text that discusses
code. Blueprint uses a heuristic-based approach because, in
this domain, false positives (spurious results) are strongly
preferable to false negatives (missing results).

Extracting example code, descriptions, and running examples

To facilitate locating and extracting source code from Web
pages, Blueprint first segments the page. Then, Blueprint
classifies each segment as being source code or not. This
offline processing takes the current Blueprint prototype
about 10 seconds per page.

The next step is to extract descriptions and, where possible,
running examples for each code segment. Informal inspection of pages containing example code revealed two patterns: the text immediately preceding an example almost
always described the example, and running examples almost always occurred after the example code.

Since HTML documents often contain errors (e.g., missing
tags or extraneous quotes), Blueprint first transforms them
into proper XHTML documents so that we can leverage
their structure in the segmentation process. We preprocess
the HTML file with the BeautifulSoup library [19], which
generates valid XHTML output for any input.

To build descriptions, Blueprint iteratively joins the segments immediately preceding the code until any of three
conditions is met: 1.) we encounter another code segment,
2.) we encounter a segment indicative of a break in content
(those generated by DIV, HR, or heading tags), or 3.) we
reach a length threshold (currently 250 words).

Next, Blueprint divides the resulting hierarchical XHTML
document into independent segments by examining blocklevel elements. Blueprint uses 31 tags to define blocks; the
most common are: P, H1, DIV, and PRE. We also extract
SCRIPT and OBJECT blocks as block-level elements, because
running examples are usually contained within these tags. To
find block-level elements, Blueprint traverses the document
depth-first. When we reach a leaf element, we backtrack to
the nearest containing block-level element and create a segment. If the root of the tree is reached before finding a
block-level element, the element immediately before the root
is extracted as a segment. This algorithm keeps segments
ordered exactly as they were in the original document.

To find running examples, Blueprint analyzes the k segments following a code example. Because we are concerned with Flex, all examples occur as Flash SWF files.
We search for references to SWF files in OBJECT and
SCRIPT tags. In practice, we have found k=3 works best;
larger values resulted in erroneous content, such as Flashbased advertisements.
Caching and pre-populating the example database

Blueprint caches the extraction results so that examples can
be returned immediately. Without caching, search response
time would be bounded by the amount of time required to
retrieve the resulting Web pages. URLs returned by the
underlying search engine that are not in our cache are ignored for that query. They are then added to the cache by a
background process so they can be used in future queries.
A future version of Blueprint could return these to users
asynchronously.

Third, Blueprint strips each segment of the majority of its
formatting so that we can reliably determine whether or not
it contains example code. Although formatting, such as
SPAN elements for syntax highlighting, helps with the segmentation process, it complicates source-code recognition.
For readability, Blueprint preserves the original line breaks.
To strip formatting while retaining line breaks, we “render”
each segment to plain text using w3m, a text-based web
browser [20]. Blueprint stores the HTML and plain text
versions of all segments in a database. On average, a Web
page in our dataset contains 161 segments. However, 69%
of these are less than 50 characters long (these are primarily
created by navigational elements). This possible oversegmenting is not a problem as long as blocks of example
code are being correctly parsed into single segments.

To make Blueprint usable initially, we pre-populated the
cache with approximately 50,000 URLs obtained from
search engine query logs. To keep the cache current, Blueprint crawls the URLs in the cache as a background process. Since pages containing examples are relatively static,
the Blueprint prototype re-crawls them weekly.
Keeping track of changes to examples

Each time a page is crawled, Blueprint checks for updates to
the examples (e.g., bug fixes). It compares old and new examples using the diff tool. Because pages typically contain
fewer than ten examples, Blueprint compares all pairs of
examples on the new page and examples on the old page. If
the examples match exactly, they are deemed the same. If a
new example has more than two-thirds of its lines in common with an old example, it is recorded as changed. Otherwise, the new example is deemed new. The database stores
each example with a timestamp, and keeps all previous ver-

We now have clean, separate segments that are ready for
classification. There are two main approaches for classifying a segment as code or not. The first is to parse each
segment with the languages of interest. Segments that parse
correctly are considered code. For Blueprint, this would be
ActionScript and MXML, the two languages used by
Adobe Flex. In practice, this approach yields many false
negatives. For example, code with line numbers or a single
4

sions. Storing examples with timestamps facilitates Blueprint’s ability to track changes and to return all versions of an
example so that a user can see what has changed.

Method

Twenty professional programmers (16 men, 4 women) participated in this study. We recruited them through an internal
company mailing list and compensated them with a $15 gift
card in exchange. Participants had an average of 11.3 years
of professional experience. Fourteen reported at least one
year of programming experience with Flex; twelve reported
spending at least 25 hours a week programming in Flex.

EVALUATION

We conducted a laboratory study to better understand how
Blueprint affects the example-centric development process.
This study evaluated three hypotheses:
H1: Programmers using Blueprint will complete directed
tasks more quickly than those who do not because they will
find example code faster and bring it into their project
sooner.

Participants were given an off-the-shelf installation of Flex
Builder, pre-loaded with three project files. Participants in
the control condition were provided with the Firefox Web
browser; they were asked to use the Adobe Community
Help Search engine to look for example code. Participants
in the treatment condition were provided with Blueprint to
search for code samples; they were not allowed to use a
web browser.

H2: Code produced by programmers using Blueprint will
have the same quality as code written by example modification using traditional means.
H3: Programmers who use Blueprint produce better designs on an exploratory design task than those using a web
browser for code search.

Participants were asked to complete a tutorial, a directed
task, and an exploratory task. Participants were told that
they would be timed and that they should approach all tasks
as though they are prototyping and not writing productionlevel code. Participants began each task with a project file
that included a running application, and they were asked to
add additional functionality.

Directed Task Completion Time

For the tutorial task, the sample application contained an
HTML browsing component and three buttons that navigate the browser to three different Web sites. Participants
received a written tutorial that guided them through adding
fade effects to the buttons and adding a busy cursor. In the
control condition, the participants were asked to use the
web browser to find sample code for both modifications.
The tutorial described which search result would be best to
follow and which lines of code to add to the sample application. In the treatment condition, the participants were
asked to use Blueprint to find code samples.

blueprint

participants

control

DNF
DNF
DNF
0

300

For the directed programming task, the participants were
instructed to use the URLLoader class to retrieve text from
a URL and place it in a text box. They were told that they
should complete the task as quickly as possible. In addition,
the participants were told that the person to complete the
task fastest would receive an additional gift card as a prize.
Participants were given 10 minutes to complete this task.

600

time (seconds)

Directed Task Code Quality
best

For the exploratory programming task, participants were
instructed to use Flex Charting Components to visualize an
array of provided data. The participants were instructed to
make the possible best visualization. They were told that
the results would be judged by an external designer and the
best visualization would win an extra gift card. Participants
were given 15 minutes to complete this task.

worst

Exploratory Task Chart Quality
best

worst

To conclude the study, we asked the participants a few
questions about their experience with the browsing and
searching interface.

Figure 3. Results from the study. The top graph shows
each participantʼs completion time on the directed task.
Time of first paste is shown as a tick mark; participants who
used Blueprint are shown in black. The two bottom graphs
show ranking of participantʼs code quality (directed task)
and chart quality (exploratory task), respectively. Again,
participants who used Blueprint are shown in black.

Results
Directed Task

Nine out of ten Blueprint participants and eight out of ten
control participants completed the directed task. Because
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not all participants completed the task and completion time
may not be normally distributed, we report all significance
tests using rank-based non-parametric statistical methods
(Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for rank sum difference and
Spearman rank correlation).

ample, the type of page that the result was taken from
(blog, tutorial, API documentation, etc.), and the presence
of comments in the example.
Three participants requested greater integration between
Blueprint and other sources of data. For example, one participant suggested that all class names appearing in examples be linked to their API page.

We ranked the participants by the time until they pasted the
first example. See Figure 3.
Participants using Blueprint pasted code for the first time
after an average of 57 seconds, versus 121 seconds for the
control group. The rank-order difference in time to first
paste was significant (p < 0.01).

Finally, three participants requested maintaining a search
history; one also suggested a browseable and searchable
history of examples used.

Among finishers, those using Blueprint finished after an
average of 346 seconds, compared to 479 seconds for the
control. The rank-order difference for all participants in
task completion time was not significant (p=0.14). Participants’ first paste time correlates strongly with task completion time (rs=0.52, p=0.01). This suggests that lowering the
time required to search for, selecting and copying examples
will speed development.

In addition to the participants’ explicit suggestions, we
identified a number of shortcomings as we observed participants working.

Discussion

It is currently difficult to compare multiple examples using
Blueprint. Typically, only one example fits on the screen at
a time. To show more examples simultaneously, one could
use code-collapsing techniques to reduce each example’s
length. Additionally, Blueprint could show all running examples from a result set in parallel. Finally, visual differencing tools might help users compare two examples.

A professional software engineer external to the project
rank-ordered the participants’ code. He judged quality by
whether the code met the specifications, whether it included error handling, whether it contained extraneous
statements, and overall style. Participants using Blueprint
produced significantly higher-rated code (p=0.02). We
hypothesize this is because the example-centric result view
in Blueprint makes it more likely that users will choose a
good example to start from. When searching for
“URLLoader” using the Adobe Community Help search
engine, the first result contains the best code. However, this
result’s snippet had poor scent. For this reason, we speculate that some control participants overlooked it in favor of
a result with better scent.

We assumed that users would only invoke Blueprint once
per task. Thus, each time Blueprint is invoked, the search
box and result area would be empty. Instead, we observed
that users invoked Blueprint multiple times for a single task
(e.g. when a task required several blocks of code to be copied to disparate locations). Results should be persistent, but
it should be easier to clear the search box: when reinvoking Blueprint, the terms should be pre-selected so that
typing replaces them.
Finally, we noticed that some participants had difficulty
locating specific lines they were looking for within examples. Two interface changes could improve this process:
First, search terms should be highlighted within the results.
Second, users should be able to search within the result set.

Exploratory Task

A professional designer rank-ordered the participants’
charts. To judge chart quality, he considered the appropriateness of chart type, whether or not all data was visualized, and aesthetics of the chart. The sum of ranks was
smaller for participants using Blueprint (94 vs. 116), but
this result was not significant (p=0.21). While a larger
study may have found significance with the current implementation of Blueprint, we believe improvements to Blueprint’s interface (described below) would make Blueprint
much more useful in exploratory tasks.

DESIGN SPACE

This section discusses the important decisions made in
Blueprint’s design, and positions them in a space of alternative designs (see Figure 4). Positioning Blueprint within
this space helps structure a discussion of Blueprint’s limitations and suggests fruitful areas for future work.

When asked “How likely would you be to install and use
Blueprint in its current form?” participants responses averaged 5.1 on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = “not at all likely”, 7
= “extremely likely”). Participants also provided several
suggestions for improvement.

Task: Blueprint is expressly designed to facilitate implementing new functionality. Programming involves many
tasks: planning and design, implementation, and testing and
debugging. For many other tasks—e.g. deciphering a cryptic error message during debugging—it might make more
sense to initiate searches from the program’s output. In
such situations, a code-centric view of results might hide
important information.

The most common requests were for greater control over
result ranking. Two users suggested that they should be
able to rate (and thus affect the ranking of) examples. Three
users expressed interest in being able to filter results on
certain properties such as whether result has a running ex-

Knowledge: Blueprint presents a code-centric view of results, so programmers must be knowledgeable about the
tools (i.e. languages and frameworks used in the example)
to interpret the results. For any given task, programmers
have a certain amount of knowledge about both the tools

Suggestions for Improvement
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Task

Planning &
design

Knowledge

Novice with
task & tools

Implementation

Knowledable about tools, Knowledgable about
novice with task
task & tools

Scope

minutes

Approach

directed

exploratory

mostly
independent

lots of
interaction

Separability

Languages that provide a comprehensive standard library
(e.g., Python and Java) seem to have more code online than
those that do not (e.g., C). This is perhaps because it is easier to write small blocks of code that implement non-trivial
functionality without requiring external libraries. The high
cost of installing and linking external libraries may often
outweigh the benefits associated with co-opting examples
that use them.

Testing &
debugging

hours

days

Finally, common functionality is more likely to be available online than rare functionality.
Is the context of an example important?

Blueprint extracts example code from Web pages and presents it to the user outside of its original context. There are
trade-offs associated with this decision. On the one hand,
presenting all results using a consistent interface may speed
up understanding [21]. On the other hand, programmers
sometimes use a page’s high-level visual features (e.g.
whether a page contains advertisements) to make initial
judgments about the quality of example code [3]. Programmers most commonly use surface features about the
code’s context when they have difficulty evaluating the
code quality itself [3], e.g. when selecting a tutorial to learn
about a new language or programming paradigm. This is
consistent with general novice/expert distinctions [22].
Blueprint is designed primarily for situations where the
programmer has enough knowledge about the tools he is
using to evaluate the code itself.

Figure 4. Design space of tools to aid programmersʼ Web
use. Blueprint is designed to address the portion of the
space shown with a shaded background.

they are using (e.g. languages and libraries), and the task
itself (e.g. implementing a piece of functionality).
Scope: We designed Blueprint to make small tasks faster.
Blueprint’s primary interaction behaves similarly to autocompletion [12] to make inserting small blocks of code
more efficient. The transient nature of this interface makes
it impractical for larger tasks. Blueprint does support docking of results as a persistent panel. However, this panel
lacks the rich navigational features present in modern Web
browsers, (e.g. tabs, history, bookmarking, and finding text
within a page). This may be useful in completing larger
tasks.

RELATED WORK

This research is inspired by prior work on tailoring Web
search interfaces, and providing support for examplecentric development.

Approach: Currently, Blueprint works best for directed
tasks. There are two reasons for this: First, Blueprint requires
users to search, rather than browse. Users must have a concrete notion of what they want to do in order to construct a
query. Second, Blueprint currently contains little support for
comparing results, a crucial part of exploratory tasks. At
times, programmers know exactly what they want to do. At
others, they are interested in exploring a wide range of possibilities. Providing better support for comparison and
evaluation is an important direction for future work.

Tailoring Web Search for Specific Tasks

Prior work has explored how programmers search the Web
[3, 11] and tailoring Web search to their needs [9-11, 23,
24]. When building Assieme, a search engine for Java programmers, Hoffmann and colleagues recognized the important role that sample code plays in helping a developer select between APIs [11]. Assieme’s search result view allows the user to view example code for any API by hovering his mouse over individual results. Blueprint carries this
idea further by making example code the primary feature of
the result set. Blueprint also builds on Assieme’s method of
extracting example code from Web pages by using heuristic-based classifiers.

Separability: Because Blueprint inserts example code directly into the user’s project, it provides the most benefit
when example code requires little modification. As such, it
is most useful for tasks that are largely independent from
other pieces of the project. When a piece of code is deeply
intertwined with the larger context it is embedded in, it may
be easier to create the new instance while referring to the
example rather than copying it.

Blueprint’s approach of leveraging an existing commercial
search engine to produce a candidate result set has a number of advantages over building a complete search engine
from scratch (e.g. [3, 11]). First, it is substantially more
resource-efficient to implement. Keeping a document collection up to date is expensive, and this is handled automatically in our approach. Second, it is an understatement
to say that generating high-quality search results from natural-language queries is a hard problem. It may be unreasonable to assume that, even with a restricted search domain,
we can do a better job than commercial search engines.

The approach Blueprint introduces leads to broader questions about example-centric development.
Is enough example code available online?

It seems to depend on both language and task. The most
popular web programming languages have rich online resources. This is likely due to the background of the community using these languages: it is natural for them to put
code on the web.
7

Finally, using a general-purpose search engine to provide
data has the direct consequence that most examples are
taken from tutorials, blogs, and API pages. We believe this
my be beneficial because these examples are more likely to
be written in a way that is easy to understand than examples extracted from large source code repositories.

into the development environment helps programmers acquire and adapt online resources more efficiently.
An important avenue for future work is to improve the
modification of example code. Copied code can introduce
bugs when programmers assume that sample code works
and forget to adapt portions of the example. Blueprint users
would benefit from rich refactoring support for pasted
code. This would help users change variable names consistently and reduce the number of errors. It might be valuable
to rethink the character-at-a-time editing paradigm entirely.
Would it be more efficient to navigate pasted code a token
at a time? Perhaps arrow keys should move the user’s cursor between tokens, and typing over top of an existing token should automatically replace all occurrences of that
token within the pasted region.

More broadly, there has been recent interest in providing
alternative representations for Web search results [21, 2529]. Dontcheva and colleagues’ work on search templates
introduced the idea of creating customized views of Web
pages called “cards” [21]. By defining a set of relations
between Web page elements and elements on the card, users can then view a diverse collection of Web search results
using a consistent interface. Blueprint works similarly:
common elements (code examples) from diverse Web
pages are automatically extracted and presented in a consistent interface for faster browsing and selection.

While example-centric development is common, there is
little aggregated knowledge about how users adapt examples. If Blueprint could show users how code has been
changed in the past, perhaps they’ll make fewer errors. For
example, if all ten previous users changed a literal, it is
highly likely that the eleventh user should change this literal as well. The wisdom of the crowds may enable significant advances in online programming tools.

Example-Centric Development

Prior work has created tools to assist with example-centric
development [30]. This work has addressed the availability
of example code problem by mining code repositories [31]
or synthesizing example code from API specifications [32].
Blueprint is unique in that it uses regular Web pages (e.g.
forums, blogs, and tutorials) as sources for example code.
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